An Unusual Cerebral Air Embolism Developing within the Posterior Circulation Territory after a Needle Lung Biopsy
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Abstract

We herein report the case of a 75-year-old woman with a paradoxical cerebral air embolism (CAE). She developed a bilateral visual disturbance at the time of needle puncture during a computed tomography (CT)-guided percutaneous needle lung biopsy in the face down position. The air density within the descending aorta on chest CT suggested the presence of a cerebral air embolism. Brain MRI demonstrated increased signal intensity in the bilateral occipital lobes on diffusion-weighted images. Usually, CAE occurs predominantly in the right hemisphere for anatomical reasons. The face down position and the anatomical features of the right subclavian artery, which diverges backward from the brachiocephalic artery, might explain such a unique distribution of CAE in this patient.
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Introduction

Cerebral air embolism (CAE) is a rare complication of trauma and surgery that results in cerebral infarction (1). Usually, CAE occurs predominantly in the right hemisphere due to the anatomical features of the branch of the aortic arch (2). We experienced a patient with CAE in the posterior circulation territory that developed after a computed tomography (CT)-guided percutaneous needle lung biopsy (CTNLB) who showed a dramatic response to hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy. In this paper, the association between the unusual distribution of CAE and the posture at onset are discussed.

Case Report

A 75-year-old woman with a lung tumor underwent CTNLB in the face down position. She suddenly complained of dizziness during puncture and developed blindness thereafter. The initial neurological examination conducted 20 minutes after the onset of symptoms revealed a visual disturbance of the finger counting level. Electrocardiogram showed a sinus rhythms, and there were no abnormalities in the coagulation system. Chest CT performed during the puncture displayed air density within the descending aorta (Figure A), although no air density was detected within the brain on initial CT performed 30 minutes after onset (Figure B). Initial brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed 60 minutes after onset demonstrated neither an abnormal flow signal on magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) (Figure C) nor abnormal lesions on diffusion-weighted images (DWI) (Figure D). The presence of intraarterial air density on chest CT and the symptoms of dizziness with visual disturbance suggested a diagnosis of CAE, and the patient was treated with oxygen inhalation and intravenous injection of edaravone and heparin. Her visual impairment progressed to the light sense level by 12 hours after onset, and a second round of MRI was emergently performed, which demonstrated bilateral occipital high intensity on DWI (Figure E). Thereafter, HBO was administered according to the standard protocol (five hours at 1.9-2.8 atmosphere for five days). A third round of MRI performed five days after onset revealed the complete disappearance of the occipital abnormalities observed on the second MRI (Figure F). The occipital cortices showed no abnormalities.
the difference in prevalence of CAE between the hemispheres showed predominant lesions in the right hemisphere and the pulmonary vein may occur when the needle passes through the lung parenchyma (7).

CTNLB, with an incidence of 0.02-0.07% (3-5). There are two causative mechanisms for the development of air embolisms after CTNLB: a direct communication between the atmosphere and the pulmonary vein may occur when the needle tip is placed in the pulmonary vein (6) and a bronchovenous fistula can be created when the needle passes through the lung parenchyma (7).

In one study, Griese et al. reported that 38 of 39 CAE patients showed predominant lesions in the right hemisphere after undergoing cardiosurgery (2). That the brachiocephalic artery is the first major branch of the aortic arch can explain the difference in prevalence of CAE between the hemispheres. In contrast, the present patient developed CAE within the bilateral occipital lobes. The involved territory might be associated with the face down position of the patient at onset. Intravascular air moves to the upper side of the vascular wall, easily flowing into the right vertebral and subclavian arteries in the face down position because the right subclavian artery diverges backward from the brachio-cephalic artery. Thoracic MRA confirmed the presence of these anatomical features in the current patient (Figure H).

HBO is recommended for the treatment of air embolisms (8-11). The high pressure reduces the volume of the air embolus, and the hyperoxygenation enables gas removal via denitrogenation, thereby maintaining oxygenation in the ischemic tissues. Although prompt initiation of HBO to treat CAE is preferred in order to prevent irreversible brain damage, the therapy is beneficial up to 30 hours (12). Indeed, HBO was initiated 13 hours after onset in the present case, and the patient’s symptoms, as well as the DWI abnormalities, all completely disappeared.

The present case demonstrates that the face down position can result in the development of unusual occipital CAE lesions and indicates that a good response to HBO can be achieved even after treatment delay. Because CAE is a serious complication of CTNLB, clinicians should be therefore aware of the importance of this potential disorder.
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